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Abstract 

Determining the subset of points (particles) in a problem domain that are contained within 
certain spatial regions of interest can be one of the most time-consuming parts of some 
computer simulations. Examples where this “point-in-box” search can dominate the 
computation time include (1) finite element contact problems; (2) molecular dynamics 
simulations; and (3) interactions between particles in numerical methods, such as discrete 
particle methods or smooth particle hydrodynamics. This paper describes methods to optimize 
a point-in-box search algorithm developed by Swegle [ 1 J that make optimal use of 
architectural features of the Cray Y - I V I P ~  Supercomputer. 

“Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin 
Company, for the United States Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACO4-94AL85000 , 
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1 Introduction 
The current generation of numerical analysis codes, such as the Finite Element Method 
(FEM), Discrete Motion Codes (DMC), Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), and Particle 
In Cell Methods (PIC), are increasingly solving larger problems. Often, one of the most time- 
consuming parts of the analysis involves the determination of which points in the problem 
domain are contained within certain spatial regions of interest. Since a region of interest can 
be expressed most efficiently in the form of a box or cube, the problem becomes one of 
finding which of a given set of points lies inside the box. 

Swegle [l] describes a search algorithm for solving the problem of determining which of a 
given set of points lies inside a box. It involves constructing an ordered list of points by 
sorting the points on each rectangular coordinate value and then searching for the points that 
lie within the box. The search algorithm is economical in its use of memory. In 3D, for 
example, the algorithm requires only 7N memory locations, where N is the number of points. 
The binary search technique used in [ 13 for finding the subset of points in the box is a classical 
method for solving a search problem of this kind on a conventional sequential computer. 

This paper describes several ways in which optimizations can be done on a supercomputer, 
such as the Cray Y-MP, to achieve greater efficiency and lower cost for this kind of 
computation. Section 2 reviews the search algorithm developed by Swegle. Section 3 
describes a general-purpose proprietary software library routine on the Y-MP for optimizing 
the binary search. Section 4 describes a technique used to optimize a set of searches for the 
particular problem at hand. Section 5 describes a way to minimize the number of indirect 
memory references. Section 6 covers test results for two different point sets. 

2 Swegle Search Algorithm 
This section reviews the point-in-box search algorithm developed by Swegle [ 13. Briefly the 
algorithm consists of individual one-dimensional sorts of the points using each coordinate 
value as the search key, followed by binary searches of each sorted list to find the points at the 
edge of the search region (box). This produces separate sets of points whose positions fall 
within the bounds of the box for each coordinate direction. Finally the three lists (two lists for 
a 2D problem) are intersected to obtain the points inside the box. Fijpre 1 shows a schematic 
of the three steps in the algorithm. A description of each step is given below, followed by a 
detailed example. 

2.1 Sort 
The sorting step constructs an ordered list of the points for each coordinate direction. The 
result of this sort is an index vector for each coordinate, {I,, I,,, Iz}, that contains the point IDS 
in order of increasing coordinate value. One additional set of vectors, {R., R,,, Rz}, called the 
rank vectors is also constructed. It gives the location of each point in the index vector. It can 
be easily constructed by looping through the index vector. For example, suppose pointj is 
stored at position i in the index vector; then the rank vector would store the pointer i at its 
positionj. The rank vector is required to avoid searching the index vector for a given point. 
The memory requirements for this step is 2*N*ND, where N is the number of points and ND 

. is the spatial dimension of the point set. 
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-Box 

I (c) intersect lists 
Figure 1. Schematic of Swegle Search Algorithm 

2.2 Search 
The second step is to form three lists (one for each coordinate) which contain those points that 
are within the minimum and maximum bounds of the box. Each list is formed using two 
binary searches on the index vector: one to find the pointer corresponding to the fxst point 
inside the box, and the other to find the pointer corresponding to the last point within the box 
(the lists are therefore never formed - instead it is the ‘lo’ pointers and the ‘up’ pointers that 
are stored). Figure 2 shows one step in the o(log2N) binary search, where the target xtXget 
corresponds to one of the bounds x,i, or x,, of the box. 

Pointers Index 
‘tapl’ = ‘10’ -W Fl xlo = x(Index(1o)) 

P I  

H 

updated Pointers 

if( Xtarget < Xtap ) 
‘lo’ 4- ‘Io’ 

. ‘up’ + ‘tap2’ 

‘lo’ +- ‘tap2’ 
otherwise 

‘up’ 4 ‘up’ 

Figure 2. Classical binary search step to find a pointer into index array 
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The binary search continues until ‘lo’ + 1 = ‘up7 and xlo < xmget < xup. Upon completing the 
search, the pointer into the index vector is then (ix)min = ‘up7 for the target xmget = Xmin, and 
(ix)m, = ‘IO’ for the target xmget = xm,. 

2.3 Intersection 
Finally, the lists are intersected to find the points in the box for each coordinate 
simultaneously. To accomplish this, each of the points in one list is selected and then checked 
if its rank is between the lower and upper pointer in the other two coordinates. For 
computational efficiency the shortest list of points is selected, which can be determined by 
selecting the smallest of [(i,),, - (iw),in + 1 J , w = x, y, or z. Suppose, for example, that the 
list for the y-coordinate contains the smallest number of points. Then the points in this list 

i = Iy((iy)mi,), I,,((iy)min + l), ..., Iy((iy)max) are in the box if 

(ixImin 5 R,(O 5 (ixImax and (izImin 5 RZ(O 5 (iZImax - 
2.4 Example Problem 
The 2D example problem shown in Figure 1 is used to illustrate the algorithm. The problem 
consists of finding which of the N=10 points lie inside of the box defined by: xmin=0.475, 
xm,=0.685 and y,in=0.325, y,,=0.85. The index vectors are: 

This indicates, for example, that along the x-coordinate direction, point 1 has the smallest x- 
coordinate, point 2 the next smallest, point 9 the next, and so on. The rank vectors give the 
location of each point in the index vectors and are: 

The search step finds two lists of points. Each list is formed using a binary search’ on its . 
respective index vector to find the pointers that correspond to the points that are just on or 
inside of the bounds ( X ~ ~ , X ~ =  and ymin,ym,). Figure 3, for example, shows the binary 
search to find the pointer corresponding to the point just greater than or equal to x,in=0.475. 

Figure 3. Binary search to find point just greater than or equal to xmin=0.475 
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For the example problem, the binary search would result in the following pointers: (ix)min = 4, 
(iy)min = 3, (iy)max = 8, so that point 3 is the first point greater than or equal to 

xmin and point 6 is the last point less than or equal to xmax, etc. 
(ix)ma = 6, 

Finally, the two lists are intersected to find the points in the box. The list for the x-coordinate 
is the one with the smallest number of points, so that the points 

i = Ix((ix)min), Ix((ix)min + l),  ..., Ix((ix)max) = 3,6,7 are in the box if 

(iyImin 5 R,(i) 5 (iYImax * 

To help illustrate this procedure, the three points in the smallest list are processed as follows: 

1) i = Ix((ix)min) = 3 andRy(3) = 1. 

Since 1 < (iY)min , point i=3 is not in the box. 

2) i = Ix((iJmin+ 1) = 7 andRy(7) =7. 

Since (iY)min 5 7 I (iY)max point 7 is in the box. 

3) i = Ix((ix)min+2) = 6 andRy(6)=5. 

Since (iY)min I 5  I (iy)max point 6 is also in the box. 

After intersecting the lists, it is found that only the points { 6,7} are in the box. 

2.5 Summary and Motivation for Current Work 
The great advantage of this algorithm is that it is nearly independent of the geometry of the 
point set and is very economical in its use of,memory. In 3D, for example, the search 
algorithm requires only (7N) memory locations, where N is the number of points. This work is 
aimed at improving the speed of the algorithm. 

In the following sections, several methods to speed-up the Swegle search algorithm are 
described. These methods make optimal use of architectural features of the CRAY Y M P  
supercomputer. Sections 3 and 4 describe two methods to optimize the binary search. Section 
5 describes a method for optimally intersecting the lists. 
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3 
Proprietary general-purpose libraries on supercomputer systems such as the Cray Y-MP pro- 
vide an optimized subroutine osrchf to solve the binary search problem [2]. In these rou- 
tines, the architecture of the computer is exploited to the fullest extent possible so that the 
problem can be solved efficiently. On the Cray for example, a 64-element list of data can be 
processed as an atomic unit, so that a “binary” search on the Cray could be done in logaN 
time rather than in the log2N time that is required for scalar architectures - a factor of 6 per- 
formance improvement in the search. This architecture-dependent binary search is accom- 
plished by picking not a single element (“tap”) fiom the middle of the set of data between ‘lo’ 
and ‘up’, but by picking 64 elements at equally-spaced intervals. It is then possible to do the 
comparison of the target with the vector of “tapped” elements, as shown in Figure 2. 

Cray Research o(Log64N) Binary Search 

‘tapz’ 

‘tap31’ 

Pointers Index 

‘tapl’ =lo’ 
=’lo’+- 1 (‘up’-’lo’) + 

63 

30 
63 

=’lo’+- (‘up’-’lo’) --b 

‘taps3’ =’lo’+- 62 (‘up’-’lo’) --+ 
63 

‘tap&’ =‘up’ -h 

updated Pointers 

Figure 4. Lo,o&N binary search on the CRAY Y-MP 
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4 Vectorized Binary Search 
The popular estimate of the maximum performance improvement to be gained by processing 
data in vector mode on the Cray Y-MP is 10 times scalar performance [3]. Given this, even 
the optimized proprietary library routine osrchf , running at 6 times the scalar rate, is not 
providing peak performance for a binary search of a single element. Realizing that the prob- 
lem consists of finding the set of points that lie within each of many boxes, there is a way to 
achieve closer to peak performance by processing several of the boxes at once. This method 
would take as input the entire set of points to be searched, and a set of box endpoints (targets) 
to search for. It would then return a list of indexes, equal in size to the list of targets, indicat- 
ing where in the point set the targets (would) reside. Clearly, this method requires more mem- 
ory than the classical search for a single target. 

Simply passing more data to the routine is not sufficient to get the routine to run faster. The 
basic problem with the classical binary search algorithm is that the binary search loop does 
not vectorize, as shown in Figure 5. 

1%- PAGE 1 
1 1. 
2 2. 
3 3. 
4 4. 
5 5. 
6 6. 
7 7. 
8 8. 
9 9.  
10 10. 
11 11. 
12 12. 
13 13. 
14 14. 
15 15. 
16 16. 
17 17. 

CRAY FORTRAN -77 5.0.0.0 06/12/91 14:30:52 
subroutine srch 
parameter (n=lOOOO) 
common /c&/ list,tgt,ind 
real listb) 
ilo=l 
ihi=n 
log2n=64-lsadz(n)+l 

itap=iloiihi/Z 
if (tgt.gt.list(itap)) than 

else 

endif 

do i=lrlog2n 

ilodtap 

ihidtap 

enddo 
ind=itap 
end . 

Loop starting at line 8 was not vectorized. A value defined conditionally is used in 
mother block. 

Figure 5. Classical binary search loop does not vectorize 

There are two key ideas that must be used in changing the binary search algorithm so that it 
will run in vector mode. The first is that only inner loops vectorize. This means that the 
classical binary search loop which iterates over the space of the point set must be interchanged 
with the one that iterates over the space of the target list. The other key idea is that the binary 
search loop always iterates the same number of times, namely l+log2N, where N is the 
number of elements in the point set. This is true no matter what the value of the target is. Most 
implementations of a binary search loop use a test of the target and the “tap’, as the loop 
control condition. This kind of test is too irregular to work easily as an outer loop, but a loop 



that iterates from 1 to l+log,N is quite workable. Armed with these ideas, a vectorized Log2N 
binary search algorithm can be implemented, as shown in Figure 6. 

lOsRCHpRM CRAY FORTRAN CFT77 5.0.0.0 06/12/91 14:30:52 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
l2 
3.3 
14 
l5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
43 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

1. c 

4 .  subroutine osrchfrm (nx,x,indord,nt,tgtmin,tgtmax,imin,imax) 
5. c 
6.  c 
7. c 
8. c 
9. c produce in each imin(i) [imaX(i)l the index into the integer 
10. c array indord whose referenced element in the real array x 
11. c has the smallest [largest] value greats than [less than1 that 
12. c of tgtmin(i) [tgtmax(i)J. 
3.3. c 
14 implicit none 
15. c 
16. c inputs: 
17. c 
18. integer nx 1 number of elemants in axray x 
19. real x(nx) 1 axray of real numbers . 
20 - integer indord(nx) 1 array of indexes into X ,  fram ORDERS 
21. integer nt I number of elemetnts in the target arrays 

real tgtminbt) ! array of minirmrm targets to be found 
real tgtmax(nt1 1 array of maximum targets to be found 

22. 
23. 
24. c 

26. c 
27. integer imin(nt) ! indexes into x of min targets 
28. integer imax(nt) 1 indexes into x of max targets 
29, c 

25. C Outputs: 

30. c scratch: 
31. c 
32 - integer ntaps 1 number of taps into x required 
33. integer i 1 loop index over nt 
34. 
35 * 
36. 
37. 
38. c 

integer lo(nt) ! current low tap 
integer hi(nt) ! current high tap 
integer j 1 loop index over ntaps 
integer tap(nt) 1 current middle tap 

39. ntaps = 64-leadz(nx) 1 log base 2 of nx + 1 
40. c 
41. c first the min 
42. c 
43. lo = 1 
44. h i = =  
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53 * 
54. 

do j = 1,ntaps 
tap = (lo+hi)/2 
do i = l,nt 

if (x(indord(tap(i))).ge.tgtmin(i)) then 

else 

end if 

hi(i) = tap(i) 

lo(i) = tap(i) 

end do 
end do 

?igure 6. Vectorized Log2N binary search on the CRAY Y-MP 
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55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

55. do i = l.nt 
56. if (x(indord(lo(i) ) ) .ge.tgtmin(i)) then 
57. imin(i) = lo(i) 
58. else 
59. imin(i) = hi(i) 
60. end if 
61. end do 
62. c 
63. c naw the max 
64. c 
65. lo = 1 
66. h i = =  
67. do j = 1,ntaps 
68. tap = (lO+hi)/2 
69. do i = 1,nt 
70. if (x(indord(tap(i))).le.tgtmax(i)) then 
71. lo(i) = tap(i) 
72. else 
73. hi(i) = tap(i) 
74. Snd if 
75. end do 
76. enddo ’ 

77. do i = 1,nt 
78. if (x(indord(hi(i)) .le.tgtmax(i)) then 
79. imax(i) = hi(i) 
80. else 
81. imax(i) = lo(i) 
82. end i f  
83. end do 
84. end 

V E C T O R X Z A T X O H  X H F O R M A T X O N  ........................................................... 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCHFRM, Line = 43, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 43 
-09 starting at line 43 was vectorized. 
cft77-0004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 44, Pile = osrchfnn.f, Line = 44 
b o p  starting at line 44 was vactorized. 
cft77-8035 cft77: VECTOR OSRCRFRM, Line = 45, Pile = osrchfnn.f, Line = 45 
Loop starting at line 45 was not vectorized. It contains an innex loop. 
cft77-0004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCHPRM, Line = 46, P i l e  = osrchfm-f, Line = 46 
Loop starting at line 46 was vectorized. 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 47, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 47 
Loop starting at line 47 was vectorized. 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 55, Pile = osrchfnn.f, Line = 55 
LOOP starting at line 55 was vectorized. 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 65, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 65 
Loop starting at line 65 was vectorized. 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 66, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 66 
Loop starting at line 66 was vectorized. 
cft77-8035 cft77: VECTOR OSRCHFRM, Line = 67, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 67 
Loop starting at line 67 was not vectorized. ft contains an inner loop. 
cft77-0004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCBFRM, Line = 60, P i l e  = osrchfrm.f, Line = 68 
Loop starting at line 68 was vectorized. 
cft77-0004 cft77: VECTOR OSRcaFRM, Line = 69, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 69 
Loop starting at line 69 was vectorized. ’ 
cft77-8004 cft77: VECTOR OSRCHFRM, Line = 77, Pile = osrchfrm.f, Line = 77 
LOOP starting at line 77 was vectorized. 

Figure 6. (cont’d) 
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5 Direct List Intersection 
The final step in the search algorithm is to intersect the three lists to find the points in the box 
for each coordinate simultaneously. To accomplish this, each of the points in one list is 
selected and then checked if its rank is between the lower and upper pointer in the other two 
coordinates. For computational efficiency the shortest list of points is selected, which can be 
determined by selecting the smallest of [(i,),, - &,),in + 11 , w = x, y, or z. A straightfor- 
ward implementation of the fist intersection is shown in Figure 7. 

if( numl .le. num2 .and. numl .le. num3 )then 
i xyz=1  
iy = 2 
iz = 3 
num = n d  

else if( num2 .le. npml .and. num2 .le. num3 )then 
i x y z = 2  
iy = 1 
iz = 3 
num = n d  

else 
i x y z = 3  
iy = 1 
iz = 2 
num = num3 

andif 

c first intersection 
do 101 il = ilo(ixyz), iup(ixyz) 
nl=ind(il, ixyz) 
if( irnkZ(nl,iy) .ge. ilo(iy) .and. 

irnk2(nl,iy) .le. iup(iy) )then 
ilp = ilp +1 
index(i1p) = nl 

andif 
101 continue 

c second intersection 
do 102 il = I, ilp 
nl = index(i1) 
if( irnk2(nl,iz) .ge. ilo(iz) .and. 

irnk2(nl,iz) .le. iup(iz) )then 
nlist = nlist + 1 
list(nlist) = nl 

endif 
102 continue 

Figure 7. Indirect list intersection 

The algorithm described in Figure 7 is an indirect list intersection. That terminology is used 
because of the indirect memory reference of the points in the if test: i d 2  (nl, iy) , 
where nl=ind (il, ixyz) . This implies irnk2 (ind (il, ixyz) , iy) or an indirect 
memory reference. In order to directly reference the data, the following ciin be done, as shown 
in Figure 8. . 

10 



12 continue 

C first interaection 
do 101 il = ilo(ixyz), iup(ixyz) / 
if( irnk(il,ixyz,l) .ge. ilo(j,iy) .and. 

irnk(il,ixyz,l) .le. iup(j,iy) )then 
ilp = ilp +I 
iPdex(i1p) = il 

EHDIP 
101 com1MJg 

e aecond intersection 
do 102 il = 1, ilp I 

if ( irnk(indsx(il),ixyz,2) .ge. ilo(j,iz) .and. 
t irnk(index(i1) ,ixyz,2) .le. iup( j,iz) )then 

nlist = nlist + 1 
list(nlist1 = ind(indax(il),ixyz) 

endif 
102 continue 

Figure 8. Direct list intersection 

To understand how the movement of the indirect memory references out of the list 
intersection loops improves performance, consider the following data regarding central 
memory performance on the Cray Y-MP [3]. 

If no memory conflicts are encountered, the following access times for each register type can 
be expected: 

19 plus vector length CPs (clock periods) for V register stride references 

24 plus vector length CPs for V register gather references. 
So to reference the irnk2 array in the do 1 0 1  loop in Figure 7 above would require 
19+ilp CPs for ind(I1, ixyz) , plus 24+ntrip CPs for irnk2 (nl, iy), where 
ntrip = iup (ixyz) - i l o  ( ixyz)  +1. Recall that iup ( i w z )  - i l o  (ixyz) + 1  is the 
length of the smallest list. This assessment assumes that the indirect memory references 
produce no delays due to memory conflicts. In reality, such a reference almost always 
produces some conflicts, so this assessment is generous. To continue, then, referencing 
irnk2 indirectly costs 43+2*ntrip CPs. Assuming that ntrip averages some fraction 1/F 
of the number of points N, we have a time of 43+2*N/F CPs. 

' The key point to the difference between indirect and direct list intersection is that this cost in 
time is going to be incurred for every list intersection operation that is performed. There are 
two list intersections in 3D for each box (search space) and in many applications the number 
of boxes is on the order of the number of points N. For the purposes of demonstration, the. 

, 
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number of boxes is assumed to be the same as the number of points. So, to do the indirect 
memory references for the whole search problem will involve a cost in time of 
43*N + 2*N2/FcPs. 

The optimized direct list intersection performs the indirect memory references on all of the 
rank arrays onZy once, prior to list intersection. In order to handle all possible cases, six 
scratch arrays are built to hold the results of the up-front indirect memory operations. This 
involves a cost in time of 6* (43+2*N) CPs. Then, at list intersection time, the memory 
references are direct and stride-1. This is the most efficient kind of memory reference that 
can be done. It will involve a cost in time of 19+N/F CPs for each box processed. So for the 
whole list intersection, the cost is 19*N + N2/F CPs. Adding the up-front gathers, the 
whole optimized search problem costs 258 + 31*N + N2/F CPs to process the i d 2  
array. Subtracting the cost for the optimized method from the cost for the original method, the 
savings is N2/P + 12*N - 258 CPs. For the CRAY Y-MP, one CP is 6 nanoseconds. 

To see how the direct list intersection is an improvement, consider a set N=lOOOOO of 
randomly distributed points on the space 0 < x,y,z < 1. Based on performance evaluation of 
the algorithm the value of F is approximately 20. Since 1 CP is 6 ns, the savings can be 
computed to be approximately 3 seconds. Factoring in the cost penalty of the original method 
due to memory conflicts is impossible to do because of the non-deterministic nature of the 
references, but given the fact that there is a difference of a factor of 5 in performance between 
the best memory access pattern and the worst [3], it is easy to see how the savings could be 
much more. 

6 Performance 
In this section the performance of the search algorithm is presented. With the realization that 
this algorithm may be used for several different applications, the performance is given for 
several point sets and box definitions. Three point sets are used, as shown in Figure 9. The first 
is a set of randomly distributed points on the space 0 < x,y,z < 1. The second is a set of 
randomly distributed points in a diagonal rod with a radius of 0.1, beginning at x,y,z = O,O,O 
and ending at x,y,z = l,l,l. The third is a set of randomly distributed points in a diagonal rod 
impacting a plate. . .  

:i :. 
:i :. .-  
.. .. .. .. .. ... _ .  ,. 

... 
(a) uniform data set (b) diagonal rod data set (c) rod impacting plate data set 

Figure 9. Three point sets used in performance testing 
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Two ways of covering the space 0 < x,y,z < 1 are used. The simplest is to uniformly cover the 
space by placing the boxes side by side - that is to have the boxes independent of the points. 
With this type of arrangement the number of boxes are assumed as: M = (nint(N )) . The 
other way to cover the space 0 < x,y,z < 1 with boxes is to center a box around each point. The 
size of the box is then a free parameter and is usually related to a physical aspect of the prob- 
lem. In the examples that are presented, the box size was chosen so that an average of ten par- 
ticles are found inside each box. This case represents the likely scenario for particle methods. 

113 3 

The first step in the algorithm is the one-dimensional sorts of the points. In the following 
work, the sorting is done using a standard CRAY UMCO@ library routine orders [2]. The 
routine has a Log2N performance, as shown in Fi-gure 10. The performance is independent of 
the geometric distribution of the point set. 

! 
j 0.8 

n 
0.6 ~ 

5 
0 
$ 0.4- 
Y 

I 
J 

Figure 10. Timing for Cray UNICOS subroutine orders 

The second step of the algorithm is the binary search. The performance of the classical (sca- 
lar) binary search, the LogaN CRAY search, and the vectorized Log2N search are shown in 
Figure 1 1. Here, again, the performance is independent on the point set distribution. 

NLogaN 
Figure 11. Timings for binary search 
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Finally, the performance for the complete algorithm is shown in Figures 12 and 13. The 
timings are dependent on the problem domain. The reason for this is that the number of points 
found in the smallest list varies with the point data set. It is important to realize, though, that 
the absolute worst case data set is uniformly distributed points over O<x,y,zcl. 

side-by-side boxes /unifoi" 

NLogaN 
Figure 12. Timing for optimized point-in-box search algorithm: side-by-side boxes 

Figure 13. 

20 boxes ar9 d points i 1 ( -10 neig qna ors) /unifo& 

.- E 

.c, 

S 
Q 
0 

I 
/ i  15 

N=lOOOO NAlOOOOO 
NLog2N 

Timing for optimized point-in-box search algorithm: boxes around points 

7 Summary 
The point-in-box search algorithm developed by Swegle has been optimized by taking advan- 
tage of the architectural features of the CRAY YMP supercomputer. Figure 14 represents 
improvements in the performance of the algorithm for N=lOOOOO points uniformly distributed 
on the domain Ooc,y,z<l. Recall that this point set represents the worst possible distribution 
of points for the performance of the algorithm. With some ordering of the points, such as a rod 
impacting a plate, the algorithm's performance is considerably better. 

(. 
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100,000 random points (O<x,y,z<l) 
searching for approx. 10 neighbors around each point 

D e c t i o n  

0.82 searcii 

0.61s orders 
CRAY orders CRAY orders 
scalar search vectorized search 
indirect list contraction direct list contraction 

Figure 14. Performance improvement by optimizing the point-in-box search algorithm 
on the CRAY Y-MP 
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